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Throughout my past year at council Gizbor, I have looked back at my 3 main priorities many times and 
have decided that I will stick to the same priorities for this upcoming year. During this period of covid ISF 
is more important than ever for providing teens around the globe with virtual experiences that will unite 
them with their fellow Alephs and BBG’s. This is why for this upcoming year where hopefully we can 
start having in-person programs again I will make ISF more of a priority than ever. Giving BBYO day was 
something that I really enjoyed taking a part in this year, so this upcoming year I will prepare even more 
and hopefully be more successful. Globalization is extremely important and meeting friends from across 
the globe this year was an experience that I will cherish forever. Giving more people this opportunity to 
make bonds with people thousands of miles away is something that will be extremely important to me 
this upcoming year. My last priority will be keeping in constant contact with my fellow gizborim. 
Throughout this year this was something I really struggled with, so I will make sure to ask what the best 
method of contacting my counterpart will be and contact them throughout that method on a consistent 
basis over the year. This past year I mainly tried to contact them through text, and when their term 
started I neglected to ask the extremely important question I mentioned above. I think that 
communication is probably the most important priority of all as contact allows me to get their ideas, 
answer any of their questions, and help them in any way I can. I believe that if I constantly keep these 3 
priorities in my mind for this upcoming year I can be a better Gizbor than ever before and make BBYO 
the best place I can make it. 


